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Abstract
We perceive soccer robots as an interesting example of cyber physical systems. In the Robocup MSL1 a
multirobot team existing of five holonomic robots (Siegwart et al, 2011) should be controlled in a way
that they play soccer against a competing team of another five robots. Each of the autonomous robots
has to play a match of two times fifteen minutes. Because of the autonomy of the robots, their
behaviour has to be implemented beforehand of the matches; communication and interaction with the
robots is not allowed. In these matches numerous game positions are taken by the robots, while almost
an infinite set of possible robot (re-)actions can be thought of.
In setting up a robot soccer team –the RIF Robocup MSL team2- we face the challenge of
programming the behaviour of the soccer robots. In our software architecture we apply C++ on the
actuator and sensor (firmware) level. On the perception and action planning level we apply the ROS
software framework3 (Quigley et al. 2009). We think, that a modelling approach is required to deal
with the robot behaviour. Therefore, we address the question: how to model the behaviour of a soccer
robot?
Applying state machines is the usual approach for controlling robot behaviour. However,
developing relatively complex (hierarchical) state machines has some disadvantages, like the difficulty
of extending models when defining new behaviour, as well as of maintaining and understanding the
model over time. We therefore have examined an alternative technique, called Behavior Trees
(Colledanchise 2017, Marzinotto et al. 2014, Ögren, 2012), which application in the game industry is
widespread. Furthermore, we also have to cope with not well understood behaviour in robots. In such
case we may have to make the robot learn new behaviour. Therefore we also have looked at machine
learning, in particular (deep) reinforcement learning (Sutton & Barto, 2018) to improve the learnability
of the robots.
In our presentation we focus on the comparison of state machines, behavior trees and machine
learning. We compare the principles by showing how to combine elementary skills to build behaviours.
We do so by providing an example from robot soccer.
Keywords: autonomous robot, behavior trees, hierarchical state machines, machine learning, Robocup
Soccer Robots.
1. Model as a hierarchical state machine
The example we take for the presentation is a common general soccer pattern in a Robocup match,
which consists of several skills. A robot intercepts a ball. It dribbles with the ball to contain the ball and
when it perceives a goal it has two options. The first is to shoot the ball directly to the goal. The second
option is to pass the ball to a teammate. In a hierarchical state machine the set of robot skills can be
expressed graphically like presented below.
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Figure 1 – General soccer situation described as state machine.
2. Model as a behavior tree
We did also model the same soccer situation as described before (in 1) according to the behavior tree
format. This results in a graphical representation as presented below. In the behaviour tree approach the
sequences and choices are presented as a tree. The prioritization in actions has to be read from left to
right.
The benefit of the behaviour tree representation is the hierarchical approach that depicts the logic of the
sequence and choices. This is represented in the tree structure in the red dotted triangle in figure 3. In
fact the basic actions like intercept, dribble, etcetera are identical to the actions as depicted in the state
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machine depicted in figure 1. The tree structure in the behaviour tree representation makes it easier to
change sequence, choices, that it would be to do in a state machine representation.
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Figure 3 – Behavior tree model for soccer situation.
3. Model as machine learning
The third representation for the general soccer situation is to perceive the basic soccer actions, like
intercept and dribble, but not defining their relationships and priorities beforehand. Instead we related
them via a policy function that we can learn using (deep) reinforcement earning. The learning concerns
the mapping between states and actions in the robot soccer match. For example, the state that a robot
has already intercepted the ball, and is dribbling the ball. The robot does also perceive a goal and has to
decide to shoot directly to the goal or pass to a friend robot first. The success of the choice will depend
of the distance to goal as well of other robots surrounding the robot. This is a situation where learning
might be useful to identify the effective action. For the model, the basic actions remain the same to
previously discussed models. For the learning situation a policy function is added.
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Figure 4 – Machine learning representation for soccer situation.
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